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Dear Sir or Madam, 

 

 

We refer to the Liikanen-Report dd. October 2, 2012 (the “Report”) and the invitation to contribute at the 

consultation of the European Commission1. 

Summarizing our comments we want to highlight our main issues: 

 

 The strict use of the IAS/IFRS categories "held for trading" and "available for sale" is unsuitable for a 

cooperative central bank. Instead, the intelligent clustering by business purpose of the products within 

the categories "held for trading" and "available for sale" leads to a true and fair view of the non-real 

economic risks. It should be mentioned that the business model of a cooperative central bank is based 

on three complementary pillars:  

- First, it is the central bank for the legally and financially total independent regional cooperative banks, 

offering them the broad banking service and product portfolio.  

- Second, the cooperative central bank is a holding for its subsidiaries and specialized companies, e.g. 

building society, insurance company, asset manager, and leasing company of the cooperative sector. 

These subsidiaries and specialized companies offer their products to the customers of the local coop-

erative banks. 

- Third, the cooperative central bank is a commercial bank doing business with its own customers 

which are usually large/international corporates and financial institutions. 

The main function of a cooperative central bank (“Function Of A Cooperative Central Bank”) is (i) to 

secure the liquidity and (ii) the refinancing of the regional cooperative banks and the subsidiaries and 

specialized companies as described above. For the purpose of the Function Of A Cooperative Central 

Bank about 2/3 of the assets held in the categories "held for trading" and "available for sale" are 

needed, e.g. repos, bonds held for refinancing and liquidity purpose. 

Therefore, from the view of a cooperative central bank the approach of the relevant products should 

be made in two steps. First, the determination of the assessment base (“Assessment Base”). Second, 

the determination of the assessment method (“Assessment Method”).  

The Assessment Base is the sum of all positions "held for trading" and "available for sale" reduced by 

the positions held for customers (“Customers”) and all positions held in the Function Of A Cooperative 

Central Bank. Whereby Customers are defined as (a) regional cooperative banks, (b) subsidiaries and 

specialized companies of the cooperative sector  and (c) non-bank clients like corporates, real estate 

and project companies. In addition, the usual overall bank management of interest, equity and FX risks 

of the bank book (e.g. via derivative instruments) has to be excluded from the basis for 'trading activi-

ties'. Meaning: 

 

 assets in the categories "held for trading" and "available for sale" 

 ./.  positions held for Customers 

 ./.  positions held for liquidity 

 ./.  positions held for refinancing 

 ./.  (derivative) positions held for risk managing of the bank as a whole    

 = Assessment Base  

                                                      
1 Source: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/consultations/2012/hleg-banking_en.htm 
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The Assessment Method will be used to evaluate the Assessment Base. We propose to calculate the 

open positions of a bank where the bank has a non-hedged risk. Therefore, it is required to compare 

the relevant assets with their relevant liabilities positions being the hedges. The result of the Assess-

ment Method is the open risk position (“Open Risk Position”) of a bank. For example, the derivative 

position with a customer has to be netted with the hedge position that has been settled with the mar-

ket. Both positions, the derivative with the customer and the corresponding hedge has to be excluded 

from the separation of 'trading activities'.  

 

Generally, the use of the outright market value of derivative positions on the asset side (held for trad-

ing) is misleading. For example, the major part of cooperative central banks’ derivative positions are in-

terest rate linked. Therefore, any movement of interest rates (also initiated by the central bank) would 

lead to a different market value and hence a different ratio of derivatives to assets. As banks like DZ 

BANK use those derivatives mainly for customer purpose and overall bank management, a similar sen-

sitivity of derivatives will appear on the liability side. Thus, the variation of the market value of these 

derivatives on the asset and liabilities side is nearly the same, attesting that the vast majority of deriva-

tives are fully netted. 

 

To asses the "trading" character of the residual derivatives, the calculation method should include the 

asset and liability side of the derivative position, ideally just the open net position (asset minus liability) 

of these. This calculation shows a bank’s non-economic based assets in risk and gives a transparent 

view of the scope of a bank’s investment banking activities. 

 

Finally, the Open Risk Position has to be compared with the thresholds as defined in the Report. 

 

 The Report should apply to the 20 biggest bank in the world only and not to the existing cooperative 

financial networks. From the perspective of the German cooperative sector we have been the only 

banking pillar without the need of any governmental support. Furthermore, due to its well known con-

servative banking philosophy the German cooperative banks observed since 2007 an increase of cus-

tomers attesting the confidence in our business model.  

The rating agency S&P highlights the conservative business model of the German cooperative banking 

sector2: ‘The cooperative banking sector will likely maintain its "above-average" funding position and 

"strong" liquidity. We base this assessment on the sizable surplus liquidity of the majority of local co-

operative banks. These banks' funding stems chiefly from retail deposits and they typically display 

loan-to-deposit ratios of about 70%. The excess funding is mainly channelled to the sector's two cen-

tral clearing institutions, DZ BANK and WGZ BANK AG Westdeutsche Genossenschafts-Zentralbank, 

increasing the clearing banks' liquidity.’  

The cooperative sector is characterized by doing business in favour of its members and SMEs (small 

and medium sized entities). It has been a stabilizing factor during the financial crisis and any change in 

the system could harm the confidence in the stable cooperative banking sector. Structural reforms 

should not endanger fundamental elements of the cooperative financial network, such as 

- bottom up ownership 

                                                      
2 Source: S&P; December 5, 2011; DZ BANK And German Cooperative Banking Sector Upgraded To 'AA-/A-1+' 

On Bank Criteria Change; Outlook Stable 
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- network-internal liquidity- and risk-management or the cooperative institutional protection scheme 

The proposals of the Report seem to bear the risk of jeopardizing the crisis-tested bank assurance 

model of German cooperative banks. 

 

The Report itself states, that „the presence of cooperative banks has been found to have a positive 

impact on GDP growth in most countries, most notably in Austria, Finland, Germany and the Nether-

lands” (page 58 of the Report). 

 

In detail, final assessment of the impacts of proposal requires further clarification of several crucial points: 

 

 

 

General / Macroeconomic 

 

1) It should be ensured that the specifications of the Report (i.e. transactions/financial instruments permit-

ted to be owned by a deposit bank) are consistent with the set of (new) regulation (e.g. Basel III, 

CRD IV/CRR). 

 

2) According to a proposal of the Commission in June 2012 banks have to draw up recovery and resolu-

tion plans (RRP). How would the Report’s suggestion be integrated into the RRP? 

 

3) Real economic consequences: The separation of the trading business activities will definitely cause 

higher costs for trading or hedging activities for customers. Trading activities of the trading entity 

will be fundamentally restricted (or should just be restricted), resulting in a smaller supply, lower liquid-

ity and in a price increase of transactions (higher funding costs, less counterparts and higher capital re-

quirements for hedges / risk transfer). This increases the costs and limits, not only, investment and 

hedging opportunities of customers such as insurance companies or corporates and therefore has real 

adverse economic consequences. Harsh hedge opportunities for companies leads inevitably to 

higher risk costs for managing their rates-; FX- or commodity risks. 

 

 

 

Definition of Trading Activities 

 

4) Clear definition of the relevant assets needed: The risk of a financial asset is independent of its classifi-

cation as "held for trading" or "available for sale". The current four categories according to IAS/IFRS 

and the definition of "trading activity" according to the Report are quite different (e.g. all derivatives 

have to be classified as held for trading irrespective of the purpose of the deal). Therefore, the thresh-

old of the first stage should also include qualitative criteria like purpose of the deal/purpose of 

selling/repurchasing the financial asset in the near time or holding period. 

 

5) From the view of a cooperative central bank, regional cooperative banks are non-typic “financial 

institutions”, but their most important customers. The cooperative central banks need positions in 

liquidity reserve, cover pools, cash collateral for derivatives, repos etc., since the cooperative central 
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banks are providing the access to capital markets for the whole cooperative sector / their customers. A 

separation of trading activities will weaken the cooperative sector and the central bank function and 

will even lead to a rise in cost for the regional cooperative bank and their customers. Therefore, all 

products cooperative central banks manage or structure in favour of regional cooperative 

banks should not be taken into account by calculating the threshold in the first stage. 

 

6) All assets that are part of the strategic bank management as permanent investments set against cus-

tomer deposits (or are used to handle the customers business e.g. to meet liquidity standards in the 

bank) must remain in the deposit bank. Otherwise, the balance of the deposit bank will not close. All 

securities in the liquidity reserve are inevitably assigned to the deposit bank. The formal definition that 

all „held for trading“-/"available for sale"-positions have to be treated as trading/investment bank as-

sets is not justified. The purpose of the (permanent) holding of securities respectively the bal-

ance-sheet-management of the deposit bank must be taken into account in the definition of 

separation trading activities. 

 

7) The exceptions with respect to the assets which may be disregarded in the calculation or the reloca-

tion/separation are to specify in more detail:  

- Derivative transaction with a customer (Nonfinancial companies = non-banks?): here is to clarify 

and to demand that not only the client business itself may be excluded from the transfer, but also 

the corresponding hedge transactions: the pure customer derivative alone would otherwise 

cause an open interest rate risk position in the deposit bank respectively the financial hedge causes 

an open position in the trading entity.  

- Derivative business for the banks own balance-sheet management: here are the same issues to 

mention as above, corresponding hedges should remain together in the deposit bank. 

- Primary market book: might also remain in the deposit bank, but must be managed in the deposit 

bank, means corresponding hedges have to be traded also in the deposit bank. 

8) Dealing with return flows of own issues: Behind those trading positions for market operations the bank 

has corresponding liabilities from it's own issues (net shorten the issue size). These assets should 

therefore be exempted from the calculation or the separation of the trading activities. 

 

9) Trading activities to finance client business: In the same way as for example corporate bond invest-

ments in the liquidity reserve (beside the strategic bank management) provide (indirect) funding to the 

issuing companies, asset-based financing (e.g. via conduits) provides corporate clients with funding 

from banks or from the capital market. That's the reason why such programs for financing corpo-

rate clients have to belong to the deposit bank. 

 

10) What is the meaning of "SIVs and other such entities of comparable nature". E.g.: Is there any distinc-

tion between these SPV`s and those known from the profile of project financings? A project finance 

should not be a part "other trading activities". 

 

11) The calculation for the threshold of the first stage is based on financial statement figures. Subject to a 

bank has to be separated into a deposit bank and a trading entity which financial year will be rele-

vant? 
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Details of the Separation of Trading Entities 

 

12) To what extend can regional cooperative banks hold shares of the  

a) new holding? 

b) trading entity? 

13) It should be allowed to apply the institutional protection scheme to trading entities.    

 

14) The definition of which transactions are permitted to remain or to be closed in the future by the de-

posit bank needs to be determined. The scope of assets which will be required to be separated in 

the trading entity has to be assigned clearly and should not leave any room for ambiguous interpre-

tation. Will there be a review of each bank’s assignment of the financial assets by an independent 

organization? 

 

15) National supervisory authorities should have discretionary power in the second stage of the 

separation process. 

 

16) A bank should be allowed to take up trading activities (which do not exceed the threshold) again after 

a trading entity has been separated. 

 

17) In case the thresholds of stage 1 and 2 are exceeded by a bank: is it intended to review all future 

transactions of the deposit bank if they are permitted, i.e. no trading activity. In case a bank does 

not exceed the thresholds in time of first adoption: the bank or the supervisory authority should 

not have the obligation/power to review the thresholds in the future. 

 

 

 

Next Steps 

 

18) In the second stage, supervisors would determine the need for separation based on the share of assets 

to which the separation requirement would apply. This threshold, as share of a bank’s total assets, is to 

be calibrated by the European Commission. When will the European Commission publish the thresh-

old for the second stage?  

 

19) Please inform us of the next steps: 

 Is there a kind of milestone plan / timetable available? 

 Will there be a kind of compendium with all questions and answers of all participants of this con-

sultation? 

 Implementation of the results after the consultation period: 

 by the European Commission 

- as a directive - which requires national implementation 

- as a regulation - which becomes immediately enforceable as law in all member states si-

multaneously 

 in the way of national independent legislative procedure  
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We are looking forward to receiving your comments. 

 

Yours faithfully,  

 

 

DZ BANK AG 


